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Abstract 

As e-commerce continues to grow more and more rapidly nowadays, online 
shopping websites face a bottleneck where their sales barely grow anymore. According to 
this, our group realized it of great necessity to create an effective trigger that drives 
customer behavior. Therefore, to make up for the missing trigger is exactly the problem we 
need to solve. Our team built two prototypes, one is a regular webpage and the other one is 
an achievement system embedded webpage. After comparing two prototypes with the same 
questionnaire set, we collected users’ feedback derived from lab experiments and quantified 
data using the System Usability Scale (SUS) and other scales. Limited by the research time 
and number of participants, the data analysis showed no significant difference for 
achievement system prototype in this stage. However, we did spot several ways to improve 
for future studies. 
 
Introduction 

1. Research question 
Does incentivizing shopping with virtual achievements encourage customers to 

purchase more items? 
2. What is the impact? 

With thousands of competitors out there in the market, not making improvements is 
dangerous. There should be a new method implemented to increase customer experience. 
To maintain or grow sales. To figure out a more specific path to make the improvement, we 
asked five whys that lead us to a deeper understanding of the problem and help us to 
identify the pain point.  
 

What’s the problem 

we want to solve?  

Online sales has entered a bottleneck.  

Why?  The sales are not growing as expected.  

Why?  There’s not enough purchasing. Advertisements do not seem 

to be working. It did bring us new visitors but they are not 

engaging.   

Why? Many new users entered the website just browsed the product 

and left without taking an action like adding items to cart or 

actually buying. 

Why?  There’s nothing to draw their interest and there’s nothing to 

stop them from leaving our site. 

Why? There isn’t an effective trigger that drives customer 

behavior.  
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From this point, we understand that the reason of online sale has entered a 
bottleneck is that there isn’t an effective trigger that drives customer behavior. What trigger 
should we perform in the website is exactly the problem we need to solve.  
 
Background 

Our team has used an affinity diagram and brainstormed as many solutions as 
possible that could be the trigger we need. Triggers can be categorized two ways, which are 
internal trigger and external trigger. External trigger is the thing that we will be able to make 
a change. What’s more, external can be categorized into four subcategories: paid trigger, 
earned trigger, relationship trigger and owned trigger (Eyal, 2013). The most positive 
scenario is that we could figure out an owned trigger which could be a specific component 
included in the site.  

As expected, we saw one trigger that could change the situation of online shopping. 
It seems fun to us and it is low cost. Believing that it is worth the effort, we decided to 
design an experiment to test out our solution which is an achievement system.  

What is a virtual achievement system? A virtual achievement system is a plug-in to 
interact with consumers during the shopping process. Achievement systems are mostly 
used in the gaming industry as a hook to increase user retention by giving users virtual 
rewards. Research in the gaming industry shows that virtual rewards can activate our brains 
just like real rewards do (Kirdina,2018). 
According to the research on gamification interfaces effectiveness (Poncin, Garnier, 
Mimoun, Leclercq, 2017) , a gamified interface might have a positive impact in terms of 
experience during the process but also on patronage intentions. It is human nature that our 
behavior is driven by goal accomplishments (Octaria, 2019). Given the importance of 
customer experience to online shopping, gamification of online retail can help to generate a 
deeper level of consumer engagement (Victoria, Daniel, 2014).  

Our assumption is that by using achievement systems in the correct way, we can 
gamify the shopping process and increase users’ willingness to provide better engagement 
with our site and have a better experience that will bring them back to us after one 
purchase. 
 
Method 

Our intention is to see the difference between the two prototypes and how users feel 
about achievement systems. We built the virtual achievement system in a lipstick webpage, 
using a pop up window to encourage customers to add 3 items to the cart and light up the 
trophy eventually. We would like to explore if this virtual achievement system would affect 
consumers‘ purchasing results.  

1. Design thinking 
In order to understand our users, we created persona that will stand for each 

scenario of our customer demographic. We expect that this will help us to address which is 
the best solution to fit our users within our brainstorming affinity diagram. Afterwards, we 
implemented user journey maps to dig deeper in users’ pain-points touch point by touch 
point based on the normal online shopping experience. 

2. Study design 
Combining a virtual achievement system with an online shopping website is an 

exploratory research. We built two functional prototypes, one without the virtual 
achievement system, the other with the virtual achievement system. This is a between 
subject experiment, and we mainly used laboratory experiments and questionnaires to 
conduct this research. 
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Being limited by the time, we chose to develop a minimum viable product (MVP) 
version webpage instead of full-functional website. The prototype webpage is designed to 
be a multiple brands single item - lipstick sales page, instead of a cross-category product 
webpage. In this way, we can reduce the product selection influence that our participants 
may encountered during lab research. After browsing many popular cosmetic websites 
online, we chose to use a macarons style color palette as our main brand color. 
Furthermore, we also created and added two gradient colors into our brand guidelines to 
neutralize dark and light colors in our prototype to optimize visual experience for our 
participants. Since our prototype is a lipstick page, we put a SALE visual in the initial view of 
the website with a very simple and prominent description of the purpose for our webpage 
and this sales event along with a pop-up colored Call to Action button. After that, we listed 
our trendy products 4 by 4 right below to give our web page visitor a straightforward idea of 
what we are selling and what we are offering.  

3. Participants 
 We planned to recruit 12 participants whose ages are from 22 to 30 in total and we 
decided to do A/B testing with 6 participants for each prototype. We would also require pre 
and post experiment questionnaires. As for gender, even though the lipstick webpage would 
be more attractive by female customers, we still think male opinions are equally important. 
After all, we are testing the virtual achievement system itself not the product category. 
Therefore, we planned to recruit 5 male participants and 7 female participants. We mainly 
used snowball sampling to recruit participants. 

4. Procedure 
 First, our team developed unanimous criteria to conduct a usability test and collect 
metrics. The experiment was designed into two independent tests: one participant only 
interacts with one prototype without knowing the existence of the other one. We read the 
study instruction to our participants to explain our research topic and some requirements  to 
all participants. After that, we asked our participants to sign a consent form, which listed 
several statements to inform participants about how the data we collected during the 
experiment will be used and kept in the future. 

Then, we distributed our pre-stage questionnaire to our participant which helps 
us  collect some relevant and general background information about our participants. 

During the experiment, we recorded the task completion time and provided 
necessary help to the participants to finish the whole process. Meanwhile, notes were 
taken by researchers during the experiments about participants’ comments, 
complaints,  confusions and relevant soliloquizes. 

Finally, we developed a post-test questionnaire and a modified System Usability 
Scale (SUS) to assess the usability of the different prototype. In the survey, we showed 
participants some screenshots of the other prototype and asked for their willingness of 
switching to the other prototype by giving a Likert scale (1 to 5) questionnaire. In addition, 
we allowed participants to verbalize their responses and to justify their answers. 

5. Task 
• Complete the pre-test questionnaire 
• Browse the webpage and add product(s) to cart. Products number are totally 

depending on participants personal preference. We set adding three products 
to cart means the task has been completed for each prototype. 

• Complete the post-test questionnaire. 
6. Measurements 

Subjective Metrics 
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• System Usability Scale (SUS) Scores: Self-report metrics are collected from 
the Post-Test Questionnaire, 10 statements to which participants rate their 
level of agreement about the overall usability of our regular prototype virtual 
achievement system embedded prototype respectively. 

• Satisfaction Rate: We designed two 5-scale questions of willingness of 
continue using the tested approach in the future and how satisfied are toward 
the tested prototype. Those two questions worth 10 points in total, which 
defines the range for the overall satisfaction rate. 

• Think-aloud Protocol: We encourage users to speak out their thoughts and 
emotions during the process. We noted keywords and quoted their comments 
in our report. 

• Willingness to Change the Prototype: We presented our participants with 
the other prototype that they did not interact with and we explained how the 
other prototype works. Participants were asked to choose to stay with the 
current one or if they prefer to switch to another one. 

Objective Metrics 
• Task Completion Time: This is the physical time elapsing recorded from the 

beginning to the time when participants finish adding their first three items to 
the cart.  

• Validate Time Range: This is a time indicator that evaluates usability of 
experiment result. Specifically, interviewees’ task completion time mostly 
distributes within a specific time range. If someone’s task completion time 
went too far beyond the normal range, we consider this participant’s result 
as unusable. 

7. Experimental materials 
 Please find the study script, consent form, pre-test questionnaire, post-test 
questionnaire screenshots in the Appendix Lab Research part, please find the full 
documents in the supporting materials. 

Prototype without achievement system link: https://ryan-ml.tech/arouge-d/ 
 Prototype with achievement system link: https://ryan-ml.tech/arouge/ 
              
Results 

• Synthesizing Insights 
Based on our lab research, mind mapping, storying boarding process and some 

observational data we collected during the research process, we understood more about 
our user’s actual need and synthesized several insights accordingly.  

First, since our product in beauty makeup class, which serves more like a decoration 
item in our life instead of a commodity that people used every day, so the consumers have 
different psychological expectations for lipstick. Consumers focus on suitability, popularity, 
product packaging more when they purchase cosmetic product, so an achievement system 
may not be the best sales drive application in these cases.  

Secondly, since the virtual achievement system is not pervasive into most of the 
online shopping website yet, we should provide more clear and detailed information to 
explain this mechanism. Also, a pop up window can be a more effective way to present our 
achievement system than the task progress bar. In this way, this feature may be more 
attractive and noticed by the users.  

Finally, since customers have already gotten used with all the external triggers, such 
as free shipping, free samples with purchase, coupons and deals offered online, it will be 

https://ryan-ml.tech/arouge-d/
https://ryan-ml.tech/arouge/
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very hard for them to jump out of this expected behavior and give up all these monetary 
benefits at once. So maybe it will be more beneficial for us from a strategic operating 
perspective to combine some triggers together to drive more traffic to gain more brand 
awareness and brand recognition at the start up stage. 

• Data Analysis 
We applied actual test results of two participants and dummy data of ten participants to 

conduct the data analysis part. Firstly, we would like to get the descriptive statistics of all 
twelve participants, as the figure 1 shows below. 

 

 
Figure1. Descriptive Statistics of Participants 

 
 As for the total products in cart in these two prototypes, we found that there is no 
significant difference between them. We used the Two-Sample t Test to get the deeper 
understanding. 
 

 
Figure 2. Total Product(s) in Cart 

 
 We also made a histogram for the task completion and a pie chart for the users’ 
preference about the virtual achievement system according to the post-test questionnaire to 
get a better understanding of two prototypes’ performances. 
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                Figure 3. Task Completion Rate                                   Figure 4. User Preference  
 

Limitations 
During the experiment, we have observed that there are some obstacles that stand 

in our way that we did not expect. For example, some participants said that it is confusing 
that they thought the pop up window was not an achievement but a system limitation that 
they can only add three items in the cart. Also, some of our participants said that the pop up 
notification of achievement system disappears before they even read and learned what that 
was. What’s more, this research is a bigger content than what we did for designing a 
research. We had a small team, limited time and resources.  
 
Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have found no significant difference between two prototypes 
according to the t-test result. However, there is evidence that shows that people do enjoy 
the prototype with the achievement system more. The user interviews show that people 
enjoy this new experience of gamification. Post-experiment survey shows that most of them 
would prefer having achievement system implemented in the site. Through the comparison 
of SUS scores of the two prototypes, the prototype with achievements does provide better 
user satisfaction. Overall, achievement systems will be worthy for a next level of research 
with a more complete website, but it should not work on its own. we believe it will have 
better performance in combination with other monetary solutions such as coupon, discount, 
etc. 

For the next step, we will update our prototypes by combining it with other forms of 
user behavior triggers. 
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•  Ideal Persona 
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• Journey Map 
 

 
 
Ideation: Design Experience 
 

• Mapping out Task Flow 
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• Sketching 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Wireframing/ Low Fidelity Screens 
            We made wireframe from the sketching idea that we have. 
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Visual Design 
 

• Style Guide and Logo 
 

         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• High Fidelity Screens 
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Lab Research 
 

• Notetaking and Questionnaires used during experiment 
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• Mind Mapping 
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• Story Boarding 
 

 
 

 
• Empathy Map 
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